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Maxwell algebra [Schrader, Bacry 1977]
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Semisimple extension of Poincaré [Soroka^2]

Cosmological constant term due to the

new generator



Soroka^2 algebra as a direct sum of AdS ⊕ Lorentz

Change of basis



Generalized contractions --> semigroup expansion

Inönü-Wigner contraction

Generators



Einstein-Hilbert action from 5D Chern-Simons

This action in the critic limit  = 0 leads to GR.



Interesting overconstraining of the solutions

Pure Lovelock from 5D Chern -Simons



Semigroup expansion and two algebraic families

Automatic building blocks for the actions

• Connection Curvature forms Invariant tensors

• Born-Infeld theory in even dimensions
• Chern-Simons theory in odd dimensions



Direct Maxwell algebra

AlgebraAlgebra

Inönü-Wigner contraction

Generators
Jab, Pa, Zab, Ra, 

New type of algebras



Direct Maxwell algebra

Inönü-Wigner contraction

Maxwell-like familes

…

(the same limit)



What is thr freedom in closing the semigroup

multiplication tables?



Semigroup expansion

• associative: (ab)c=a(bc)
• commutative: ab=ba



Semigroup expansion

• associative: (ab)c=a(bc)
• commutative: ab=ba

Invariant tensors

Generators of new algebra

Resonant decomposition



Multiplication table

That is not the only choice!



Maxwell-like algebras



Maxwell-like algebras

Algebra      :  relation between Chern-Simons (CS) gravity and Einstein-Hilbert action
(later the same in even dimensions for Born-Infeld (BI) gravity and GR)

Algebra      was discussed in the context of so called Pure Lovelock (PL) action, which instead of the 
full Lanczos-Lovelock series contains only the cosmological constant term and single p power
polynomial term in the Riemann curvature (in 5D it can be either RRe or Re^3).

Algebra     admits direct sum of the AdS⊕ Poincaré which effectively makes the CS/BI action to be 
expressed as a sum of two independent pieces.



Towards generalization

Total number of possible patterns for

arbitrary (m-1) types f generators is equal

General law (excluding B_m family)

Algebras for with 6 generators



Poincaré-like, AdS-like, Maxwell-like algebras

Generators
Jab, Pa, Zab



Generators

resonantalgebras.wordpress.com

• explicit tables for the algebras labeled
by m = 3, 4, 5, 6, 

• tool checking semigroup associativity

17 x  Poincaré-like, 

3 x  AdS-like, 

10 x  Maxwell-like



Gravity actions

Algebra-valued one-form connection Gauge parameter

Infinitesimal gauge transformation

Curvature two-form



Chern-Simons in odd dimensions

Invariant tensors

Born-Infeld in even dimensions



Gravity actions

Born-Infeld in even dimensions

Chern-Simons in odd dimensions



● Imposing specific conditions on the wide class of the S-expanded algebras not 

only assured us consisted grounds for many valuable and interesting algebras, 

but it also limited overwhelming vastness of an algebraic examples. 

● Expansions for the abelian semigroups with the zero and identity, simultaneously 

obeying the resonant decomposition, are well defined and straightforwardly 

applicable in the gravity context.

● Non-trivial extension to the construction of gauge gravity theories.

● Finding all known Maxwell families of diferent types and generalize their 

description to the new examples. 

● Certainly, there is still a lot of work required to find satisfactory interpretation of 

the extended field content, description of the new symmetries and understand

well their consequences…

Thanks!

Conclusions


